
 
What is the Peer Observation Pool (POP)? 
The Peer Observation Pool (POP) is an informal structure for faculty to learn from each other by 
spending time in colleagues’ classrooms. It is not related in any way to faculty evaluation! As a 
POP member you are the observer and can observe faculty members of your choice (could be 
cohort members or not) with their approval. They do not have to be current POP participants. 
The POP cohort will consist of up to 6 faculty who will be sharing their experiences and how 
they are using what they observed to improve their own teaching. 
 
What are the required activities for POP members?  

• Participate in a POP kick-off session. Review purpose of POP and create expectations 
and resources for the observation process. Share your goals for participation in the POP 
and their relationship to SLOs and SLO assessments. 

• Observe three faculty for at least an hour each, at least one outside of your discipline. 

• Welcome other POP members into your classroom. 

• Reflect on and write up your experience as a group during a POP Closing Activity in April 
or May 2018. 

• Complete an evaluation of the experience documenting what you learned and have 
applied/will apply.  You will be asked to specifically identify how you have improved 
your SLOs or SLO Assessments because of your POP participation. 

 
How much time will the POP take all together? 

• At least 2 meetings + 3 or more observations + any amount of reflection/communication 
 
Is this a paid activity?  

• There are stipends of $500 available, paid in May or June upon completion of all POP 
activities. POP cohorts will be asked to present their work to the campus at fall in-
service after receiving their stipends. 

• All faculty full time and part time/adjunct are welcome and encouraged to participate. 
 
What are the goals of the POP? 

• Develop a culture of sustained improvement of SLOs and SLO Assessments 

• Share effective teaching practices with POP cohort and the college as a whole 

• Develop reflective skills as a cornerstone of teaching 

• Spark future inquiry and implementation within and across disciplines 

• Increase culture of collaboration within and across disciplines 

• Increase understanding of student and teacher experiences beyond our own courses 
 
FAQ: 

• I teach a class in the evening, a lab, hybrid, or online course. Can I still do it? YES! 

• I don’t have time to pop in this semester. Can I open my door to POP members anyway? 
YES! 

• If I’m an adjunct can I participate? YES! 
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Questions or Concerns? Contact Lindsay Laney laneyl@yosemite.edu or Adrienne Seegers 
seegersa@yosemite.edu. 
 
Testimonials from Berkeley City College (BCC) POP participants (We are tailoring many of 
BCC’s Teaching Learning and Community activities to our campus.) 
 
“I have met more teachers here at BCC through the POP program than I have in several years of 
teaching here!” 
 
 “As a part-time, new, evening instructor it is a little hard to feel part of the school or that I have 
much to offer to other instructors. POP was wonderful in giving me a way to be involved in the 
school, meet people, see different students, and get a better sense of the mission of BCC and 
everything that goes on here.” 
 
“I was able to get a sense of new things I can try in the classroom, and also a sense of some 
class room management strategies that seem successful for the teachers I observed.” 
 
“The POP culture should spread at BCC and become a celebration of what it is to be part of a 
learning community.” 
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What is the Teaching Test Kitchen Lab (TTKL)? 

A Teaching Test Kitchen Lab (TTKL) cohort is a small group of up to 4 faculty with a lab leader 

who have identified a need or issue in the classroom from the SLO assessment process who 

collectively create an action plan. The action plan will explore and improve teaching and/or 

student success including student learning outcomes and assessments. TTKL cohorts can be 

made up of faculty from a single department or from faculty across disciplines.  

Examples: 

 Create or revise a class, curriculum, program sequence, etc. to meet needs identified by 

the inquiry/assessment 

 Design or revise an online class with an emphasis on regular and meaningful 

communication with students 

 Create a collection of model and non-model student work aligned with a rubric 

 Create a shared rubric/formative assessment project 

 Design and start using a process that better meets student needs in any student services 

area 

 Explore and experiment with authentic assessment 

 Explore and implement evidence based pedagogy (study skills, mindsets, Brain-Targeted 

Teaching, etc.) 

What are the goals of the TTKL project? 

 Close the assessment loop by synthesizing information and putting recommendations 

into action 

 Improve student learning, retention, and success 

 Increase collaboration 

 Increase involvement in and understanding of assessment processes 

 Share effective teaching practices with the cohort and college as a whole 

What exactly do people do in a TTKL? 

 Look at previous findings and recommendations from SLO assessments 

 Find a few sources of other existing data relevant to your topic to establish a 

context/rationale 

 Plan and create or implement your product/action 

 Conduct a short evaluation of the product/action, or make a plan for doing so if you 

need more time 

 Document product/action as: 

o Brief written report (template to be provided) 

o Brief presentation to the College 

What are the required activities for team members? 
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Submit a time sheet  

Meet at least 4 times over TTKL project period to complete all parts of the project together: 

 By week 4 of the semester schedule an initial meeting with a TLC co-facilitator where 

you will refine your plan, develop a timeline, and take a look at previously published 

research on the issue 

 Meet at least 2 other times between to complete, implement, and evaluate your work. 

 Plan project presentation to campus.  (Presentation will take place at Fall In-service.) 

What does the lab leader do? 

 Ensure that the project is moving along on schedule 

 Ensure that all team members are included in the collaboration 

 Maintain contact with TLC co-facilitators and ask for support when needed 

 Respond in a timely manner to communications from TLC co-facilitators 

Is this a paid activity? 

 Yes, there are stipend of $2,000 available for TTKL lab leaders and $1,200 for lab 

participants paid in May or June upon completion of TTKL activities. TTKL cohorts will be 

asked to present their work to the campus at fall in-service after receiving their 

stipends. 

 All full-time and adjunct faculty are welcome and encouraged to participate. 

 Please note that you are welcome to run a TTKL even if we run out of stipend 

allocations. Also, some projects might have a small core group of 2 or 3 people doing 

most of the work who request stipends, but others may participate in a focus group, 

pass out surveys, and collect student work, etc. without committing much time or 

requesting compensation.  

Questions or Concerns? Contact Lindsay Laney laneyl@yosemite.edu or Adrienne Seegers 

seegersa@yosemite.edu. 
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